
Pricing Guide

Candace McKay Image & Design



$150 +tax

Print Pricing

Sitting Fee

Memory Book            $325

(Up to 40 pages of proofs; 8x10 hardback-coffee table book)
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8x8  $25
8x10  $35
8x12  $35
9x12  $35
10x10  $35
10x13  $35
10x15  $35
10x20  $40
12x12  $40

4x5    $15
4x6    $15
5x5    $15
5x7    $18



Medium Prints

8x8  $30

8x10  $45

8x12  $46

9x12  $48

10x10  $48

10x13  $48

10x15  $58

10x20  $65

12x12  $65

  

Large Prints

11x14  $75

12x18  $85

12x24  $105

16x20  $145

16x24  $145

XLarge Prints

20x20  $155

20x24  $165

24x36  $175

Prints mounted on Single Weight Mat Board

Protects image long term.   Recommended for 11x14 
prints and larger or for the client that wants to frame 
prints without glass for for a museum art/portrait feel.

Fine Art Pricing
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Fine Art Pricing

Gallery Wrapped Canvas

Prints on actual canvas wrapped on a stretcher frame

Can hang with or without a frame.

8x10  $125

8x12  $125

11x14  $155

12x18  $165

16x20  $225

16x24  $225

20x24  $250

24x36  $350
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Modern. Edgy. Beautiful. Brushed aluminum Metal 

Prints show your images in an incomparable way. 

We start with metal, add a coat of opaque white ink to the 
surface, and then print your image on top. This process truly 

takes your portrait to the highest level in unique presentations.

16x16 $240

16x23.5 $260

19.5x19.5 $280

19.5x23.5 $300

Fine Art Pricing

Metal Prints
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Custom designed, press printed paper products that 
are elegant, timeless, and very fi tting for every occasion 

from birthday parties to weddings and everything in between!

Custom Birth Announcement Design  $10
Birthday Invite Design  $15

Design

Birth Announcements, Holiday Cards, 

Note cards and Invitations

Cards are printed on both front and back 
and come in a linen or pearl fi nish.  

Paper upgrades available.  

5x7 or 5x5 Cards are $60/set of 25

Die Cut cards are $65/set of 25

Cards are only available in sets;

2 set minimum order.
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All prices are subject to change at any time.

Edits
Each photograph featured in your gallery has been custom 

edited.  Please review your images carefully.  They will be 
printed as shown in your gallery.  If you see a change that 

needs to be made, please note it in your order.  

Cropping
Not every image looks right cropped in every dimension or size.  
Please pay close attention to the dimensions of your portraits.  If 
a portrait is more vertical in orientation, it may not print well as a 

square or vice versa.  Photos may crop depending on the 
orientation and size.  If there are parts of the image that you do not 
want cropped, please note that if the image seems questionable.

Payment, Pick Up & Shipping
Orders will be placed once your payment is received.  

Portraits will arrive within 2 weeks of the receipt of payment.  
Memory book orders take about 2-3 weeks.  

Frame orders take about 4 weeks.
Once your order arrives, you will be notifi ed 

and we will arrange a time for you to pick them up.
Orders can be shipped directly to you at cost.

Things to Note About Your Order
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